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Synopsis

PEARSON REVIEWS & RATIONALES: CHILD HEALTH NURSING WITH NURSING REVIEWS & RATIONALES, 3/e provides a clear, concentrated, and up-to-date review of today’s “need to know” knowledge for effective child health nursing. Developed and reviewed by a large team of nurse educators, it can be used by current nursing students as a study aid, for NCLEX-RN® exam preparation, or by practicing nurses seeking comprehensive yet concise review of this discipline. Fully reflective of the current (2010) NCLEX-RN® Test Plan, it covers pediatric growth and development, and care of children with respiratory, cardiac, neurological, renal, gastrointestinal, musculoskeletal, and other health problems. A final chapter focuses on special situations, including autism, child abuse, poisoning, and suicide. This text’s complete support package includes access to additional questions and the complete eText online, and a tear-out NursingNotes card for clinical reference and quick review. Hundreds of practice questions in the book and online at www.nursingreviewsandrationales.com help students measure their readiness for the NCLEX-RN®. In addition, you can access an eText version of this book on this website.
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Customer Reviews

I own almost all of the books in this series and I also own all of the Davis books. If you can afford to buy both then do it. If not I would go for the Hogan books. I like that this series has a review with NCLEX alerts (!) in the margins. My instructors almost always have ?s relating to that material.
Since I started using the Hogan and Davis books, I have been getting As & Bs. I also score level 2 on all of my ATI tests. These are worth the money and helpful for NCLEX style critical thinking questions. The lippincott’s "made easy" series was too simplistic in the style of questions. So don’t waste your money on Lippincott's.

After failing first peeds exam I got this book, then second, third and final exam I passed with 80 % plus. Thanks to “Reviews and Rationales” books I’ve passed nursing school exams and passed NCLEX!

Can't go a semester without Hogan's reviews and rationales books!! It’s impossible to read the assigned text cover-to-cover so this review book helps out with concise content review plus questions with rationales so one can gauge their understanding of the content. I’ve never regretted buying these review books! It’s worth the cost!

This book SAVED me in my peds course. I love pediatrics but our textbook simply didn’t prepare me for our challenging exams. This added resource made a big difference in the way I synthesized the information, and my grade improved a great deal. I highly recommend this book to anyone struggling in their peds course, or those who simply want an added resource to learn about this awesome topic!

I am in Nursing School. This book is great for studying and also great for clinicals. It has a tear out, colored, cardboard sheet that you has all the information you need (vital signs by age, etc). It’s like a cheat sheet that helps you remember as you are doing clinical. I always kept that sheet on my clipboard at all times during clinicals. This book helps you learn and study and simplifies the information as it teaches you. It includes quizzes and explanations. I love it!

I used this book to help review for my pediatric nursing class- it was great! Many questions were very similar to ones that I saw on my actual tests. Also, the rationales given for each question are extremely helpful- you are easily able to figure out why the given answer is correct. If you buy a new book, you will also get access to the etext version which is fully searchable and additional review questions. You’ll be happy with this purchase- and you probably won’t need another review book besides this one.
I bought this right before my first pediatrics exam in nursing school, and was shocked when I received an A! (I always do pretty horrible on the first exam of the semester) In my opinion, this book does a really great job of summarizing the topic, and wherever there was an "NCLEX Alert", it seemed to be something my instructors wrote a question about. The review questions at the end of each chapter were very similar to the ones I saw on my exam, and the rationales really helped me see why each answer was correct. I felt like it gave me a much better perspective of thinking while I was taking my exam.

Excellent reference! Any of Mary Hogan’s references for Nursing are a wise investment. The information is helpful in preparing for Course Exams. written in a simple and concise language so you can understand and recall.
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